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Pressure Care
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Alternating Pressure Systems

AS-X BASIC PRO OVERLAY

- Suitable for electric profiling beds
- Suitable for the treatment of pressure ulcers up to grade 2
- 10 minute alternating pressure cycle
- Static mode
- Low pressure alarm (visual and audible)
- CPR facility
- Breathable PU nylon cover
- Size: 2000 x 900 x 140mm
- Maximum user weight: 130kg (20 stone)

AS-X REPLACEMENT MATTRESS

- Suitable for electric profiling beds
- Suitable for the treatment of pressure ulcers up to grade 3
- Consists of an alternating overlay mattress system on an integral 50mm foam base
- 10 minute alternating pressure cycle
- Static mode
- Low pressure alarm (visual and audible)
- Digital control panel
- CPR facility
- Breathable PU nylon cover with a 360° zip
- Size: 2000 x 900 x 175mm
- Maximum user weight: 140kg (22 stone)

AS-X DIGITAL REPLACEMENT MATTRESS

- Suitable for electric profiling beds
- Suitable for the treatment of pressure ulcers up to grade 4
- Consists of an alternating overlay mattress system on an integral 50mm foam base
- 10 minute alternating pressure cycle
- Static mode
- Care mode
- Low pressure alarm (visual and audible)
- Digital control panel
- Breathable PU nylon cover with 360° zip
- Size: 2000 x 900 x 205mm
- Maximum user weight: 250kg (31 stone)

DOMUS AUTO REPLACEMENT MATTRESS

- Suitable for electric profiling beds
- Auto adjust: automatically adjusts the internal cell pressures depending on the individual patient's weight and position on the mattress, eliminating the need for the carer to manually set the pump to the patient's weight

DOMUS 4 REPLACEMENT MATTRESS

- Suitable for electric profiling beds
- Simple to use and intuitive weight setting function, enabling the carer to simply set the mattress up according to the weight of each patient, reducing the risk of incorrect weight settings being entered

Option of four therapy modes:
1. Alternating mode: continuously and sequentially inflates and deflates the air cells to allow for pressure redistribution over a 10 minute cycle time
2. Seat inflation mode: increases the pressure throughout the mattress when a patient is in an upright position to better support the sacral area
3. Max firm mode: hyper-inflates the cells providing a firm surface for moving, handling and nursing procedures; for the safety of the patient the mattress will only stay in this mode for 20 minutes and will then revert back to alternating therapeutic mode
4. Static mode: equalises the pressure across the entire mattress to two thirds of its capacity, providing constant low pressure therapy to allow greater immersion into the mattress surface and provide optimum pressure redistribution

- Panel lock feature decreases the risk of people tampering with pump settings

- Low pressure and power failure alarms

- Highly visible and easy to use CPR tag

- Vapour permeable, water resistant cover with a 360° zip

- Size: 2000 x 900 x 203mm

- Maximum user weight: 200kg (31 stone)
### Alternating Pressure Systems

**CODE: PR20027**

**Alternating Pressure Systems**

**High Risk**

- Suitable for electric profiling beds
- Unique hybrid concept which combines both static and alternating therapy by simply adding the mattress

**Alternating side:**

- Alternating cells relieve the pressure and assist with pressure ulcer management
- Once alternating mode is set, the pump unit will continuously inflate and deflate the air cells

**Static side:**

- High specification visco-elastic foam conforms to the body, reducing the pressure for effective pressure ulcer prevention
- Temperature sensitive foam conforms to the individual’s shape, creating a greater body contact area and effective pressure redistribution

**Suitable for:**

- Treatment of pressure ulcers up to grade 4
- Auto-lockout function prevents any unauthorized setting changes to the pump unit
- Automatic shut-off valves in the pump unit prevent the mattress from deflating in the event of a power failure
- Easily accessible CPR tag

**Additional features:**

- Waterproof vapour permeable stretch cover
- Audible mains failure alarm
- Visual and audible low pressure indicator
- Timed static mode
- Self-calibrating – adjusts the air pressure in the mattress for maximum comfort and pressure relief

**Maximum user weight:** 254kg (40 stone)

**Size:**

- 1980 x 880 x 180mm

**Pressure Care**

**Anmerkungen:**

- In the event of a power failure the patient is still resting on a very high risk pressure reducing surface, minimizing the risk of pressure damage
- Pressure Care

---

**CODE: PR20068**

**INVACARE SOFTFORM PREMIER ACTIVE CARE REPLACEMENT MATTRESS**

**Very High Risk**

- Suitable for electric profiling beds

- Offers a very high risk high specification static surface, suitable for the treatment of pressure ulcers up to grade 4

- Should a patient require stepping up to a dynamic surface, a discreet pump can be fitted to the air insert, transforming the mattress into an alternating surface, delivering additional levels of pressure care

- No requirement to transfer the patient, thereby minimizing any discomfort and reducing manual handling

- The air cells alternate on a 10 minute cycle, delivering a very low impact at the point of change

- The digital pump features an LCD screen and audible alarm

- In the event of a power failure the patient is still resting on a very high risk pressure reducing surface, minimizing the risk of pressure damage

- Multilayer, waterproof, polyurethane cover with high frequency welded seams

- Size: 2000 x 1220 x 150mm

- Maximum user weight: 247kg (39 stone)

---

**CODE: PR20069**

**SUPREME EXTRA REPLACEMENT MATTRESS (WIDE)**

**Very High Risk**

- Suitable for electric profiling beds
- Foam base and sides transform this product into a mattress replacement system rather than an overlay

- Viscous hinged surround for comfort
- Timed static mode
- Visual and audible low pressure indicator
- Audible mains failure alarm
- CPR facility
- Waterproof vapour permeable stretch cover

- Available in 2 sizes:
  - 1980 x 1200 x 200mm
  - 1980 x 1370 x 200mm

- Maximum user weight: 158kg (25 stone)

**Size:**

- 1370mm Wide CODE: PR20085
- 1200mm Wide CODE: PR20084

---

**CODE: PR20070**

**ROYAL EXTRA BARIATRIC REPLACEMENT MATTRESS (WIDE)**

**Very High Risk**

- Suitable for electric profiling beds

- Foam base and sides transform this product into a mattress replacement system rather than an overlay

- Viscous hinged surround for comfort
- Timed static mode
- Visual and audible low pressure indicator
- Audible mains failure alarm
- CPR facility
- Waterproof vapour permeable stretch cover

- Available in 2 sizes:
  - 2000 x 1200 x 240mm
  - 2000 x 1370 x 240mm

- Maximum user weight: 315kg (50 stone)

**Size:**

- 1370mm Wide CODE: PR20081
- 1200mm Wide CODE: PR20080

---

**CODE: PR20071**

**PRO-CARE BARIATRIC REPLACEMENT MATTRESS (WIDE)**

**Very High Risk**

- Suitable for electric profiling beds

- Option of four therapy modes:
  1. Alternating mode: continuously and sequentially inflates and deflates the air cells to allow for pressure redistribution over a 10, 15, 20 or 25 minute cycle time
  2. Seat inflation mode: increases the pressure throughout the mattress when a patient is in an upright position to better support the sacral area
  3. Max firm mode: hyper inflates the cells providing a firm surface for moving, handling and nursing procedures; for the safety of the patient the mattress will only stay in this mode for 20 minutes and will then revert back to alternating therapeutic mode
  4. Static mode: equalises the pressure across the entire mattress to two thirds of its capacity, providing constant low pressure therapy to allow greater immersion into the mattress surface and provide optimum pressure redistribution

- One or more of the bottom five cells can be deflated under the patient’s heel to create a void, which will enable the heel to “float” so that there is no pressure in contact with the heel area
- Panel lock feature decreases the risk of people tampering with pump settings
- Low pressure and power failure alarms
- CPR facility
- Vapour permeable, water resistant cover with 360˚ zip

- Size: 2000 x 1220 x 250mm

- Maximum user weight: 450kg (70 stone)

**Size:**

- 1370mm Wide CODE: PR20081
- 1200mm Wide CODE: PR20080

---

**Pressure Care**

**order online at:** www.acticareuk.com
FOAM UNDERLAY MATTRESS
- 50mm thick mattress
- Two way stretch vapour permeable cover
- Designed to fit directly on the bed base and used underneath an active mattress system with the intention of helping to reduce height.
- Size: 2000 x 900 x 50mm

CODE: PR20501

FOAM UNDERLAY MATTRESS
- Only 25mm thick to help with side rail height issues.
- Designed to further reduce the combined underlay and mattress height and therefore any bed rail height issues.
- Vapour permeable cover.
- Designed to be rolled up for storage purposes.
- Size: 2000 x 900 x 25mm

CODE: PR20500

INVACARE ESSENTIAL COMFORT FOAM MATTRESS
- Low Risk
- Suitable for fully profiling beds.
- Constructed from a highly resilient foam, providing a good level of comfort and a stable support surface.
- Mattress can be turned or rotated for increased product longevity.
- Multi stretch, water resistant, polyurethane cover.
- Size: 2000 x 880 x 120mm
- Maximum user weight: 110kg (17 stone)

CODE: PR20555

COMMUNITY PLUS FOAM MATTRESS
- Medium Risk
- Suitable for fully profiling beds.
- High resilient foam which provides better pressure distribution and provides extra comfort.
- ‘V’ cuts to assist profiling.
- Two way stretch vapour permeable PU cover.
- Maximum user weight: 158kg (25 stone)
- Available in 4 sizes:
  - Standard: 1980 x 880 x 140mm
  - Divan: 1900 x 900 x 140mm
  - Wide-1180mm: 1980 x 1180 x 140mm
  - Wide-1370mm: 1980 x 1370 x 140mm

Standard: CODE: PR20540
Divan: CODE: PR20541
Wide-1180mm: CODE: PR20542
Wide-1370mm: CODE: PR20543

HY-TEC STATIC FOAM MATTRESS
- Medium Risk
- Suitable for fully profiling beds.
- Visco-foam topped mattress designed to reduce the tendency to roll out of bed as the visco-foam insert is shaped in a broad vee at the midpoint.
- The mattress has a firm base and sidewalls which enhance the stability of the user and reinforces the roll prevention properties.
- Two way stretch vapour permeable PU cover.
- Maximum user weight: 114kg (18 stone)
- Size: 2000 x 900 x 130mm

CODE: PR20517

MATTRESS INFILL BLOCK
- Fills in the gap at the end of the mattress where the bed has been extended.
- Vapour permeable, wipe clean cover.
- Size: 900 x 200 x 150mm

CODE: PR20590
REFLECT 2 FOAM MATTRESS

High Risk
- Suitable for fully profiling beds
- Deep top layer of castellated soft visco foam with a highly resilient foam base
- Keyhole slots in the base assists profiling
- Two way stretch vapour permeable PU cover
- Maximum user weight: 247kg (39 stone)

Available in 3 sizes:
- Standard: 2000 x 900 x 170mm
- Divan: 1900 x 900 x 170mm
- Wide: 2000 x 1200 x 170mm

CODE: PR20520

PRIME COMFORT FOAM MATTRESS

High Risk
- Suitable for fully profiling beds
- Two piece construction - upper layer modular foam pad with a high density base foam
- Two way stretch vapour permeable cover with high frequency welded seams
- Suitable for those at high risk of developing pressure ulcers
- Maximum user weight: 116kg (19 stone)
- Available in 3 sizes:
  - Standard: 2000 x 900 x 170mm
  - Wide: 2000 x 1200 x 170mm

CODE: PR20527

BAROS ALTERNATING PRESSURE CUSHION

Medium - High Risk
- Provides continuity of pressure care from bed to chair
- Lightweight and portable for maximum flexibility
- Two way stretch waterproof cover
- Non-slip base
- Long pipe connection
- Ergonomically designed foam front section for leg support
- Supported by a foam base
- 9 minute, 36 second, 2 cell cycle
- Size: 440 x 440 x 100mm
- Maximum user weight: 127kg (19 stone)

Cushion Only CODE: PR21001
Pump Only CODE: PR20002

MODULAR FOAM CUSHION

Medium Risk
- Provides pressure reduction, combined with stability and a high level of comfort
- Two way stretch vapour permeable waterproof cover
- Available in two sizes
- 430 x 430 x 95mm CODE: PR21501
- 510 x 510 x 95mm CODE: PR21506

VISCO SANDWICH FOAM CUSHION

Medium Risk
- Two way turn memory cushion with visco to both surfaces bonded to a high resilient core
- Two way stretch vapour permeable waterproof cover
- Available in two sizes
- 430 x 430 x 95mm CODE: PR21505
- 510 x 510 x 95mm CODE: PR21506

MEDI-GEL CUSHION

High Risk
- High density CMHR foam and thick visco gel
- Castellated top foam layer for immediate comfort
- Two way stretch vapour permeable, removable cover with zip and closure to 3 sides
- Maximum user weight: 108kg (17 stone)
- Size: 430 x 430 x 80mm

CODE: PR21515

Pressure Care Static Mattresses

01432 271 271 order online at: www.acticareuk.com
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PURE WOOL FLEECE HEEL PROTECTORS
- Velcro fastening
- Pair CODE: PR22003

PURE WOOL FLEECE ELBOW PROTECTORS
- Velcro fastening
- Pair CODE: PR22004

PALM PROTECTORS
- Holds fingers out to prevent digging into the palm of the hand
- One size
- Left CODE: PR22007
- Right CODE: PR22008

PALM PROTECTORS WITH FINGER SEPARATORS
- Prevents fingers from digging into palm while abducting fingers to decrease tone
- One size
- Left CODE: PR22010
- Right CODE: PR22011

PURE WOOL PILE FLEECE PAD
- Gives a gentle natural interface which is usually missing from modern pressure reducing surfaces
- 14" x 18" CODE: PR22090
- 27" x 30" CODE: PR22092
- 27" x 60" CODE: PR22094

LEG TROUGH
- Offers comfort in raising the leg and keeps the heel above the bed surface which completely relieves pressure on the heel
- CODE: PR22080

FOOT ELEVATOR
- Raises the heel from the bed to promote healing with no pressure at all
- Wipe clean, vapour permeable cover
- CODE: PR22085

HEEL CUSHIONS
- Velcro fastening
- Pair CODE: PR22001

ELBOW CUSHIONS
- Velcro fastening
- Pair CODE: PR22002

Palm Protectors
- Holds fingers out to prevent digging into the palm of the hand
- One size
- Left CODE: PR22007
- Right CODE: PR22008

Palm Protectors with Finger Separators
- Prevents fingers from digging into palm while abducting fingers to decrease tone
- One size
- Left CODE: PR22010
- Right CODE: PR22011

Pure Wool Pile Fleece Pad
- Gives a gentle natural interface which is usually missing from modern pressure reducing surfaces
- 14" x 18" CODE: PR22090
- 27" x 30" CODE: PR22092
- 27" x 60" CODE: PR22094

Leg Trough
- Offers comfort in raising the leg and keeps the heel above the bed surface which completely relieves pressure on the heel
- CODE: PR22080

Foot Elevator
- Raises the heel from the bed to promote healing with no pressure at all
- Wipe clean, vapour permeable cover
- CODE: PR22085

Pure Wool Fleece Heel Protectors
- Velcro fastening
- Pair CODE: PR22003

Pure Wool Fleece Elbow Protectors
- Velcro fastening
- Pair CODE: PR22004

Palm Protectors
- Holds fingers out to prevent digging into the palm of the hand
- One size
- Left CODE: PR22007
- Right CODE: PR22008

Palm Protectors with Finger Separators
- Prevents fingers from digging into palm while abducting fingers to decrease tone
- One size
- Left CODE: PR22010
- Right CODE: PR22011

Pure Wool Pile Fleece Pad
- Gives a gentle natural interface which is usually missing from modern pressure reducing surfaces
- 14" x 18" CODE: PR22090
- 27" x 30" CODE: PR22092
- 27" x 60" CODE: PR22094

Leg Trough
- Offers comfort in raising the leg and keeps the heel above the bed surface which completely relieves pressure on the heel
- CODE: PR22080

Foot Elevator
- Raises the heel from the bed to promote healing with no pressure at all
- Wipe clean, vapour permeable cover
- CODE: PR22085

Pressure Care Pressure Relieving Aids
01432 271 271 order online at: www.acticareuk.com

Repose Pressure Care
order online at: www.acticareuk.com 01432 271 271

Repose Pressure Relief Products
- Clinically effective, cost effective, comfortable, durable and requires no maintenance
- Repose provides effective pressure redistribution for all people at risk of developing pressure ulcers, including those assessed as very high risk
- Repose is also appropriate for people with pressure related tissue damage
- One single air cell provides optimal pressure redistribution across the total body contact area
- Manufactured from specialised thermoplastic urethane films, a multi-stretch, moisture vapour permeable material which provides a non-allergic, soft and smooth user interface minimising friction, reducing sheer and consequential tissue damage
- Maximum user weight: 138kg (22 stone)

Mattress Overlay 1780 x 770mm CODE: PR22501
Mattress Overlay and Cushion CODE: PR22502
Cushion 450 x 450mm CODE: PR22503
Standard Foot Protectors (Pair) CODE: PR22504
Large Foot Protectors (Pair) CODE: PR22505